
Hello Elmer and Wilbur Class!  

Today it is Friday 19th June 2020 and we have come to the end of yet 
another week!  This has been the 10th week of ‘Distance Learning’ and we 
are super proud of you all and we are sure that your parents are too!  

We hope that you are still working hard on your tasks on Reading Eggs 
and Maths Seeds.  Don’t forget that you still have access to Purple Mash.

We have a birthday this weekend.  We need to say a big………

Happy birthday to Arabella!

It is her birthday on Sunday and we hope that she has a brilliant day!



Go to Oxford Owls and search for the book ‘A Map in the Attic’.  This book focuses on the ‘ee’ 
sound linking to our phonics lesson for this week.
Your child may need a little help reading this book depending on their ability level, but either 
ask your child to read or read with your child.

www.oxfordowl.co.uk
select a book from 
oxford owls to read to 
your grown up

http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/


The Snail and the Whale by Julia Donaldson

Are most snails big 
or small?
What shape is the 
shell on their 
back?
What do they 
leave behind them 
as they travel?

Today we would like you 
to draw a picture of a 
snail or ask a grown up to 
help you and then we 
would like you to label 
the parts of the snail.

Look at the arrows on 
the picture to the left.  
Which parts of the snail 
do you think they are 
pointing to?

When you have labeled
your snail picture, can 
you write a few 
sentences about snails?



The Snail and the Whale by Julia Donaldson

Once you have labeled your snail and written about snails, you could 
draw a picture from the story.  What was your favourite part?

You might like to watch the animation of the story.  Click the link 
below.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000cslw/the-snail-and-
the-whale

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000cslw/the-snail-and-the-whale


20 minutes 

Can you name all the phase 2 and 3 
sounds? 
Can you do all the actions?



20 minutes 

Phase three so far………



We have been focusing on these two vowel digraphs 
this week.

Can you make the sound and do the action for each?

Tricky Word Recap
So far we have met the following phase four tricky 
words……

Said
Have
Like
So
Do
Some
Come

Can you read 
each word 
and say a 
sentence with 
each one in?

On the next slide is a set of pictures that have 
the ‘ai’ or ‘ee’ digraph in them.  Can you write ‘ai’ 
and ‘ee’ at the top of a piece of paper and then 
say each word and decide whether you need to 
write the word under ‘ai’ or ‘ee’?



Can you think of any of your own to add to the lists?



Can you use the number bond sticks to complete the number bonds to 
10.

First count the green cubes..... How many 7...

How many more to 10... that is the yellow cubes....



Can you add the missing 
numbers to complete the 
number bonds to 10.

First count the number on green squares

Then count the number of yellow squares.

Together they add up to 10




